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ABSTRACT
We test the impact of integrating a measure of common friendship in
collaborative �ltering, in order to capture the intuition that socially
interconnected groups of people tend to have similar tastes. An
experiment on the Yelp dataset shows that using preference infor-
mation derived from the commonalities of interests in networks of
friends achieves higher accuracy than item-to-item collaborative
�ltering.

CCS CONCEPTS
•Information systems → Recommender systems; •Human-
centered computing → Collaborative Filtering; Social rec-
ommendation;

KEYWORDS
Recommender systems, homophily and social networks

1 INTRODUCTION
Several models have been proposed to integrate explicit and implicit
social information in collaborative recommenders; e.g., [2, 6]. We
are interested in analyzing the impact of “group-based” friendship
relations, which social science has associated to user similarity
through the homophily phenomenon, according to which “simi-
larity breeds connection” [7]. As homophily has been observed in
several types of social networks, including digital ones [1], it is
worth studying its relevance to collaborative recommender systems,
which employ rating and/or tagging similarity for item suggestion.

Our research questions are: “RQ1: Can the performance of a col-
laborative �ltering recommender be improved by taking into account
common friendship relations in groups of people? RQ2: How does
this type of information in�uence performance if taken alone, or in
combination with other sources of data about the user, such as rat-
ing behavior?” In order to answer these questions, we compared
the performance of collaborative �ltering recommenders based
on user ratings, community membership, group-based friendship
relations, product selection, and combinations of these types of
information. We tested the recommenders on a subset of the Yelp
dataset [8] providing data about friends relations and item ratings
on restaurants. �e experiment showed that the integration of
social and rating information outperforms the other algorithms,
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even though, as observed in previous works, there is a trade-o�
between recommendation accuracy and coverage.

2 INTEGRATING SOCIAL INFORMATION IN
COLLABORATIVE FILTERING

2.1 Dataset
�e Yelp dataset [8] provides information about friendship relations
and user ratings on various types of businesses. We selected the data
about restaurants, considering only the users who rated at least 20
items. �is restricted dataset (henceforth, “Yelp-Restaurants(20)”)
includes 8914 users, 23210 items and 419013 ratings. Its user-rating
matrix has sparsity = 0.9979. An analysis of the structure of the so-
cial network underlying the dataset shows that: (i) �e cumulative
distribution of the number of ratings in the observed population
follows the Power Law, with most users having rated few items.
(ii) �e cumulative distribution of the number of friends per user
follows the Power Law, with most users having few or no friends.
(iii) �ere is a positive correlation between the number of ratings
provided by users and the number of friends they have: the most
“isolated” users rated few items.

2.2 Recommendation Algorithms
We describe the Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithms that we
tested on the Yelp-Restaurants(20) dataset. All the algorithms are
based on the K-nearest neighbors approach with K = 10. In the
description we adopt the following notation: u is the user for whom
the predictions are computed and v is another user; i is the item
for which u’s rating is estimated and j is another item; r̂ui is the
estimate of u’s rating of i; r i (r j ) is the average rating received by
item i (j); ru (rv ) is the average rating given to items by user u (v).
Item-to-item CF.

�is algorithm assumes that u’s preference for i can be inferred
from the ratings (s)he gave to items j that the other users rated
similarly to i; r̂ui is computed as follows:

r̂ui = r i +

∑
j ∈Nu (i) σ (i, j)(ruj − r j )∑

j ∈Nu (i) |σ (i, j)|
(1)

where: Nu (i) is the set of neighbor items of i that have been rated
byu; σ (i, j) is the Pearson Similarity between i and j tuned with sig-
ni�cance weighting; see [3]. σ (i, j) is used to identify i’s neighbors1

and to weight their contributions to r̂ui .
Community-based user-to-user (U2U) CF.

�is algorithm uses the ratings provided by u’s neighbors from
her/his community to estimate u’s ones. As an aggregation factor
for the formation of communities we considered direct friendship
1In order to select very similar items, only those for which σ (i, j) ≥ 0.5 are considered
as candidate neighbors of i .



relations and the number of common friends among users. Given
u’s community of friends, r̂ui is computed as follows:

r̂ui = ru +

∑
v ∈Ni (u) σ (u,v)(rvi − rv )∑

v ∈Ni (u) |σ (u,v)|
(2)

where: Ni (u) is the set of neighbors of u (according to σ (u,v))
who rated i . Moreover, σ (u,v) is the modi�ed Jaccard Similarity
(JS ′(u,v)) between u and v , computed by taking the number of
common friends, and direct friendship relations, into account:

σ (u,v) = JS ′(u,v) = |Friendsu ∩ Friendsv | + 1
|Friendsu ∪ Friendsv |

(3)

JS ′(u,v) captures the concept of direct and mutual friendship in
user groups: when u and v have no common friends, JS ′(u,v)
returns a positive value so that they are not excluded from the set
of candidates for preference estimation. However, it returns higher
values for people socially connected at the group level.
Tag-based U2U CF.

�e idea is that, as tags describe item types, rating an item j
provides evidence of interest in other items having tags in common
with j; e.g., see [4]. Moreover, the number of ratings given by the
user to items tagged as t provides evidence about her/his degree of
interest in t . �erefore, u’s interests can be described as a vector
Xu specifying the number of occurrences (frequencies) of the tags
associated to the items (s)he rated: Xu =< f reqt1, . . . , f reqtn >.
Preferences are estimated user-to-user, by means of Equation 2.
However, user similarity (denoted as σT (u,v)) is based on the com-
mon tags occurring in u and v’s vectors. Speci�cally, Ni (u) is the
set of neighbors v of u who rated i , with σT (u,v) ≥ 0.5 to select
very similar neighbors. Moreover, σT (u,v) is the cosine similarity
between Xu and Xv , modi�ed by means of signi�cance weighting
to consider the number of common tags in the two vectors:

σT (u,v) =
min( |Tuv |,γ )

γ
cosineSimilarity(Xu ,Xv ) (4)

Tuv is the number of tags occurring in both Xu and Xv , and γ is
threashold set to optimize the accuracy (F1) of the algorithm via
regression testing.
Community+Tag-based U2U CF. We consider the joint contri-
bution of community and tag-based similarities to generate pre-
dictions, assuming that they corroborate each other. Here, r̂ui is
computed using Equation 2, applied to users belonging tou’s friends
community. However, the similarity between users is the sum of
the modi�ed Jaccard Similarity (Equation 3) and the Tag-based one
(Equation 4), normalized in [0, 1]: σ (u,v) = JS ′(u,v)+σT (u,v))

2
Friends-based U2U CF.

Given the principle that similarity breeds connection, and the
results reported in [1], this algorithm exploits a selection of u’s
neighbors from her/his direct friends, considering the number of
common friends among them, to predict u’s preferences. Here,
r̂ui is computed using Equation 2, where σ (u,v) = JS ′(u,v) is the
modi�ed Jaccard Similarity between u and v ; see Equation 3.
FilteredFriends-based U2U CF.

�is algorithm exploits both friendship and rating behavior to
estimate preferences, using these factors to selectu’s neighbors. We
de�ned a hybrid user-to-user recommender that works as follows:
�rstly, it selects a set of candidate neighbors ofu based on the rating

similarity on the items having at least one tag in common with i .
�en, it sorts the set of candidates by friendship similarity, using
the modi�ed Jaccard Similarity in the network of u’s direct friends,
and it selects the best K neighbors on the basis of JS ′(u,v). We
considered two similarity thresholds for the selection of neighbors
to investigate the impact of social proximity and connection on
prediction capabilities: JS ′(u,v) ≥ 0 and JS ′(u,v) ≥ 0.1. �en, it
computes r̂ui using Equation 2, where σ (u,v) is JS ′(u,v).

3 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We tested the performance of the previous algorithms on the Yelp-
Restaurants(20) dataset by applying 5-fold cross-validation, a�er
having randomly distributed users on folders. For each user, we
used 80% of the ratings as learning set and 20% as test set. We evalu-
ated the recommenders on their best 10 predictions. �e evaluation
produced the following results:
1) �e Community-based U2U CF recommender obtains poor accu-
racy values, con�rming that communities fail to provide speci�c
information about user preferences [5].
2) Friends-based U2U CF (JS ′(u,v) ≥ 0) obtains poor accuracy val-
ues. However, by restricting neighbors to direct friends who have
several common friends (JS ′(u,v) ≥ 0.1), it achieves the third-best
accuracy results.
3) �e combination of friendship and rating-based similarity is the
most promising approach regarding accuracy. FilteredFriends U2U
CF (JS ′(u,v) ≥ 0.1) outperforms all the other algorithms by re-
stricting the pool of candidate neighbors to common friendship.
However, it has limited user coverage (41%).

4 CONCLUSIONS
We compared the performance of di�erent Collaborative Filtering
recommenders to evaluate the usefulness of integrating social in-
formation with data about rating behavior. We discovered that
the accuracy of predictions can improve by restricting the set of
neighbor users to those belonging to the network of highly inter-
connected friends whose interests are similar to the user’s ones.
�is work was funded by the University of Torino in the ”Ricerca
Locale” support program.
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